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From: Shirley Doell
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 7:27 PM
To: Rachel Haines; Zeka Glucs
Subject: Re: Peregrine nesting at Howard Terminal container cranes, Oakland CA

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Hi Rachel,
  Yes, I have notes on the peregrines there since spring of 2015.   The banded male at the Howard Terminal is not a 

descendant of the Fruitvale pair, he actually is the male that pioneered the Fruitvale territory in the spring of 2010.  He
was banded as a chick on San Jose city Hall in 2007.  He and his mate made a very unexpected and unusual  move of
3.5 miles from Fruitvale to Howard in the spring of 2015.   Like most peregrines in the Bay Area, they are resident in their 
territory, and are seen on the cranes all year round, although also spend considerable time in downtown Oakland during
the off season.   I have taken the liberty of revising and expanding the list from Zeka:

2015- At least 3 eggs laid on crane X415, hatched 2 eggs, one young disappeared before fledging. The remaining female
young fledged successfully.

2016- Confusing year, possibly two nesting attempts, on cranes X422 and X415 and at least one intruding female
falcon.  No successful nesting.

2017- A nest on X422 failed, pair recycled on crane X416 and were observed incubating 5/30.  The two young fledged
successfully and were seen on territory into September.

2018- possibly an early nest attempt failed, and a later attempt on crane X416 failed.

2019- currently occupied, no confirmed incubation yet.

If you need more specific information about dates, let me know.  I can provide them for most of the years.  I will be visiting 
the site frequently since they haven't started incubating yet, and if you'd like to meet me there to see more specifically
where the nest sites are, let me know.

https://youtu.be/A0dsuubUvuU is video I took of the youngsters almost ready to fledge at their nest at the top of crane
X416 in August 2017.

I hope this is helpful,  -Shirley Doell
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

On Tuesday, March 19, 2019, 1:02:34 PM PDT, Zeka Glucs wrote:

Hi Rachel and Shirley,

I wanted to put you two in touch. Shirley, Rachel has some specific questions about the Howard Terminal pair that I 
believe you are in the best position to answer (previous nest attempt locations etc). Would you be able to dig up notes on
this?

Best,




